Microjob Gallery's Terms and Conditions of Use
General Terms
♦ In order to add a gig you must register a FREE account on Microjob Gallery.
♦ "Gigs" are the Services offered by Sellers on Microjob Gallery.
♦ The Gigs will be in a fixed price of $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $10, $12, $15, $20, $25, $30, $50,
$100.
♦ When a seller , sells a job task or gig or delivers an order he will earn 80% of the offered price
of that gig.
♦ Buyers and Sellers are not allowed to exchange email id or any other contact information
(Skype/IM usernames).
♦ The Seller must not deliver any illegal, copyrighted work, violent content, pornographic or
offensive material.
♦ Disobeying the above rules will result in your account being permanently terminated.
Payments & Withdrawing funds
♦ In order to withdraw an amount , the seller must have a valid Paypal account.
♦ Buyers must pay the gig price in advance .
♦ The minimum withdrawal amount is $1 .
♦ When the Buyer approves that the service has been delivered, at that point the Seller has
completed the task and may apply for a withdrawal.
♦ Withdrawals are approved 72 hrs after completion of Gigs & Jobs values of $20 and under. To
reduce the incident of fraudulent transactions, for values over $20, approval will be after 14
working days. Payments will be sooner than this for regular sellers.
♦ If any transaction is cancelled or suspended by Paypal Authorities then the buyer will not be
paid. This is the case even if the service has been delivered and finalised. This typically applies
in the case of fraud or buyer initiated complaint and as such this is beyond the control of Microjob
Gallery. Microjob Gallery will make every attempt to ensure that the seller is justly paid for their
work.

Seller
♦ No bots or automated software be used to create gig or jobs
♦ We ask that you post no more than 5 Gigs at a time.
♦ Please limit your total posts to 10.
♦ You are limited to one account only. Anyone attempting to create multiple seller or buyer
accounts will have all accounts suspended.
Buyers (While ordering)
♦ You can order/purchase a gig or job via paypal only.
♦ It is competely up to the Buyer whether he wants to accept the order or not.
♦ If the seller doesn't accepts an order, the amount will be refunded to the buyer within 24 hours.
♦ Any kind of transaction or sending payment outside Microjob Gallery is strictly prohibited, and if
found, the account/s will be permanently banned.
Feedback terms
♦ Buyers are allowed to leave a feedback on a delivery of an order, which adds a benefit to the
Seller .

♦ Buyers must not leave a feedback with a promotional link .
NOTE:
♦ Buyers should not initiate a refund in Paypal. any disputes or requests for refund should be
handled via the inbox communication of Microjob Gallery with the Seller. If that does not result in
a resolution then Microjob Gallery Admin should be contacted on admin@microjob.gallery If a
Paypal refund is initiated with out initial communication as described above, it may lead to the
buyer's paypal account suspension.
♦ Spamming is not allowed, we have the record of the IP adresses so it will result in permanently
ban.
♦ The above rules are liable to change anytime, without informing sellers and buyers.
♦ If a Buyer/Seller has a dispute which they fail to resolve they can contact to
admin@microjob.gallery.
In Matter of dispute, the legal proceedings will be valid for prosecution in United Kingdom only.

